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I. Abstract 

Team Black Mesa Industries is a team of five Electrical and Computer Engineers who  

have assembled with one goal in mind. To design and build an autonomous walking robot that is  

able to navigate itself in an obstacle course. Black Mesa’s robot also participated in a walking  

robot competition along with three other walking robot teams where each robot has to traverse a  

3 x 5 grid made up of walls and a set of stairs and make it to the end grid within ten minutes.  

The robot that Black Mesa Industries’ has conceived is made up of sensors and motors that are  

mounted onto a chassis that holds the components necessary for the robot to function. 

  

Figure 1: 3 x 5 Grid of the Obstacle Course 
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II. Introduction 

Black Mesa Industries’ goal is to design and build a robot that is capable of competing  

with the three other teams in the walking robot challenge within a three month period.  

The project was divided into two main segments, the hardware segment and software segment.  

The hardware segment is handled by the team’s Electrical engineers in where they conducted  

research on what components would be appropriate for the walking robot to utilize such as  

motors, sensors, battery, and PCB layout. In addition to this, the team’s Electrical engineers  

took on the task of researching the design of various robots in order to gather ideas on how to  

design the chassis. As for the software segment, the Computer engineers was in charge with  

developing and implementing the robot’s algorithms and navigation. 

The walking robot competition is a robotics competition that is hosted by SAE. 

Competing teams are required to design and build an autonomous walking robot that is able to  

traverse an obstacle course. The course itself is a 3 x 5 grid that is made up of walls. The  

contest is made up of two ten minute runs with the first run being that the robot will start on the  

lowest left square of the course and make its way up to the upper right square while avoiding  

any walls it encounters. The second run is the same as the first run, except that there is a set of  

stairs placed somewhere in the obstacle course. Each teams’ robot must be able to recognize  

whenever it is close to those stairs and thus climb over it. The competition also comes with  

restraints, the main one being that each robot must fit within a 7” x 7” x 7” cube while stationary  

and be able to operate untethered. Each team is also given a $300 budget given by San Diego  

State University. With the second run in mind, we focused on creating a robot that is able to lift  

its legs up high enough climb over those stairs. For this purpose, we decided to design and  

fabricate our own robot, one whose legs are tall enough to pick itself up over the stairs in  

addition to being able to walk in general of course. Also, in order to navigate through the grid,  

the robot utilizes infrared analog sensors in order to detect both walls and stairs, a magnetic  

gyroscope in order to provide positional data as well as a microcontroller. 
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III. System Design 

1. Chassis Design 

 Since we decided to build our own chassis, we needed to do research on different robot  

chassis that other engineers have built. We have found a variety of robots on the internet, be on  

a “professional” level, or even on a “hobbyist” level. Eventually, we found open-source plans to  

a four legged robot on the internet and used them as inspiration to build our robot. We simply  

could not use the plans as they were because they did not fit the contest’s 7” x 7” x 7” size  

requirements as required by both Dr. Gordon Lee and the contest. Because of this, we had to  

properly scale down each of the robot’s parts such as the legs and the body. For more  

information on the robot plans that we used for inspiration, please refer to the links located in  

the section for more information. 

 Once we scaled down each of the robot’s parts and got the new measurements of each  

of those parts, our next task was to replicate the robot’s design via 3D modeling. What we used  

to design the mechanical parts of the robot was SolidWorks, the modeling program that  

Mechanical engineers used. Since this was our first time using this program, it took us at least a  

week to learn how to use the program. Despite this, we were able to finish the SolidWorks files.  

As per John Kennedy’s and Dr. Lee’s recommendation, we gave the files to Michael Lester to, a  

member of Fabrication Support of SDSU’s Mechanical Engineering department, in order to 3D  

print our robot. However, he required that the design be changed in several areas in order for it  

to be more conducive to 3D printing. After making the necessary changes, we returned the  

newly altered files to Mr. Lester and after a few days, the parts were fabricated out of a synthetic  

material akin to plastic. 

 Once we had our robot’s parts 3D printed, what came next was assembling all of the  

parts onto the robot such as the servos and sensors. In order to keep them secure, we super  

glued the servo motors onto its legs. During this time, our PCB was in development and once  

that was fabricated, we affixed it and connected the hardware components onto the chassis.  
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Furthermore, we taped down the wires in a manner that allowed the robot’s legs to move freely,  

plus in order to keep it “clean.” Lastly, in order to give the robot better traction, we cut and glued  

pieces of rubber onto the robot’s feet which act as its “shoes.” 

   

Figure 2: Final SolidWorks model with components assembled in 

The robot’s final design had three servos per leg, which is a total of 12 servos since the  

robot has four legs. Since each leg has three servos, this allows for three degrees of motion.  

The final design also included a compartment, which was also designed using Solidworks, that  

houses the robot’s battery to be placed on top of the robot but below the PCB as you can see in  

the figure above. 
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2. Overview of Hardware Components and Block Diagram 

 The robot uses a total of twelve servo motors in order to move its legs. In order to read  

the distance between itself and an obstacle, our robot uses four infrared sensors. In order to  

keep itself balanced and to move straight, we also used an Accelerometer+Magnetometer  

hybrid compass. As for the robot’s power supply, a LiPo battery is used to power the robot and  

a step down voltage regulator is used in order to get specific voltage values. For the  

microcontroller, we use an Arduino in order to operate the entire system by sending and  

receiving both the input signals and output signals respectively. Last but not least, a PCB was  

designed so that it could contain all of the robot’s electrical components. 

ARDUINO
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Figure 3: Block Diagram of Overall System 
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3. Servo Motors 

 The first question we asked ourselves was how do we make our robot walk in the first  

place? In essence, a walking robot has to be able to create movement at the very least in a  

forward motion. From there, it can be rotated to change direction if needed. Our robot was  

designed with a spider’s layout in mind, and that in order to move, it would use four legs that  

have to be lifted and extended to create movement. After observing how it moves, we observed  

how it moves more like a crab as opposed to a spider. However, in order to lift the legs upwards,  

we needed a motor as a foundation of movement. For the motors, we decided to use 12 Hitec  

31081S HS-81 Sub Micro Servos. Originally we touched upon using stepper motors instead, but  

if we position servos as joints, they would better accommodate our needs. Below is a picture of  

our servo motors and their reactions to a PWM that would be sent to them. 

 

Figure 4: Picture of HS-81 Servo Motor and Timing Diagram 

Depending on what signal we send to the servo, it will rotate from its original starting  

point. By using multiple servos, we can have the robot move in whatever direction we choose by  

simply rotating the servos in a coordinated manner. We did discover that this specific model of  

servo contains ceramic gears inside of the motor. When these gears were pressured into using  

too much force to move and under a lot of weight, they would give way and the servo would fail.  
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We encountered this at least four times where the servo would have to be replaced if it showed  

signs that its gears were being worn out. 

 

4. IR Sensors 

 Not only did we have to get the robot moving, we also had to make sure it would avoid  

obstacles. As mentioned before, the 3 x 5 grid is made up of walls and a set of stairs. The walls  

had to be avoided and the stairs must be climbed over. In order to achieve this, we had to  

implement sensors so that the robot could detect the walls and stairs and thus avoid them. In  

layman’s terms, the sensors are our robot’s “eyes.” An important factor that came to mind is that  

we had to make sure that our robot could differentiate between walls and a set of stairs. For  

spatial awareness sensing and obstacle detection, we used a total of four infrared sensors. The  

IR sensors that we used are the Sharp GP2Y0A21YK, the long range sensors, and the Sharp  

GP2Y0A51SK0F, the short range sensors and we used two of each sensor. The long range  

sensors were mounted on the sides of the robot and the short range sensors were mounted on  

the front in order to detect stairs. Figure 5 shows pictures and graphs of the two sensors that we  

used. The distance and object is from the sensor, it will return a different voltage value that can  

be interpreted by the microcontroller for processing. Figure 6 shows how the sensors would  

detect obstacles. 
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Figure 5: Picture and Graphs of IR Sensors (Long Range on top, Short Range on bottom) 

 

Figure 6: IR Sensors Detecting Walls and Stairs 
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5. Accelerometer+Magnetometer 

 Furthermore, there was one final obstacle to traverse, the stairs. After successful  

completion of the robot’s design and fabrication, we had noticed two different things. First, the  

robot would need assistance on keeping itself balanced while climbing stairs. Second, the  

robot’s design prevented it from walking in a straight line like we had originally assumed. To  

compensate for these shortcomings, we bought an Adafruit Triple-Axis  

Accelerometer+Magnetometer – LSM303. We were astounded when we discovered that the  

two sensors would both be on the same piece of hardware. The accelerometer portion will  

return voltage values depending on the balance of the robot. When the robot begins to lean  

backwards more than forwards going over the stairs, we can adjust it by lifting its back knees  

higher and vice versa. The magnetometer sets north as the forward facing position when the  

robot started, and then from there, anytime it faces more than 5 degrees from ‘north’, we can  

have it rotate to maintain its straight trajectory. Figure 7 shows a picture of the  

Accelerometer+Magnetometer. 

 

Figure 7: Adafruit Triple-Axis Accelerometer+Magnetometer – LSM303 
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6. Power Supply: Battery and Step Down Converter 

 The battery is a key component in the robot’s overall system design. Without an  

electrical power source, the robot will not operate in general even if every other component is in  

place because everything runs on electricity. However, even if there is a power source, the  

robot will not operate correctly, or maybe not even run at all if there is no proper power.  

Therefore, it is important to select a suitable battery that meets the design requirements. One of  

the challenges we faced was to select an adequate amount of voltage capable of operating all  

of the components identified in Table 1. We chose a battery rated at 7.4V since we figured as  

long as we selected the voltage to be greater than 5V, that should be enough to power all of the  

robot’s components. Even though there are different types of batteries that we could have used,  

we selected the Lithium Polymer (LiPo) in the end. The reason why we chose this battery is due  

to its lightweight, small form  and the fact that its rechargeable. Below is a picture of the battery 

 

Figure 8: 7.4V 1300 mAh LiPo battery from Hobby People 

 The next design requirement that we encountered was to select the battery capacity. As  

per SAE’s walking robot contest rules, since both of its runs have a ten minute limit, we decided  

to incorporate a larger capacity battery into the design so that the robot will have more than  
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enough power to operate for at least 30 minutes, which is more than enough to finish both runs.  

We calculated the total current that a battery can power the whole system in one hour, which  

was 2.8A as shown in Table 1. From this information, we gathered that our battery capacity  

requirement was 1300 mAh. The LiPo battery, rated at 7.4V and its capacity of 1300 mAh  

satisfied all of our requirements. Furthermore, the physical dimension of the battery (13 x 31 x  

88 mm) and its light weight of 70 grams allowed itself to fit nicely in the robot’s battery  

compartment. 

Components Voltage Input Current % of Use  Numbers Total 

Servos 5V 250mA 60%  12 1.8A 

IR Sensors 5V 30mA 100%  4 120mA 

Microcontroller 6V-20V      1   

 I/O Pins 
 

40mA 100%  20 800mA 

Accelerometer 3.3V 50mA 100%  1 50mA 

Total 
   

 
 

2.8A 

 
Table 1: Robot Components’ Power Specification 

 

 We figured that it was kind of inconvenient to plug the battery in and out of the PCB  

since it could cause an electrical short or wear out a pin and make it loose eventually, so we  

decided to control the power by using a toggle switch and an LED to in order to let us know if its  

turned on. The maximum voltage of the LiPo battery that we chose is 8.4V when it is fully  

charged and its minimum voltage is 6V when its drained so the Arduino microcontroller is able  

to powered directly from the battery. The Arduino’s inbuilt voltage regulator provides a 5V output  

to the infrared sensors and a 3.3V output to the Accelerometer+Magnetometer hybrid. 
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Figure 9: UBEC DC/DC Step Down Converter 

 However, since the Arduino’s inbuilt voltage regulator only has a 800 mA capacity, it is  

not enough to power the robot’s 12 servo motors where the total current draw from those servos  

total up to 1.8A, more than twice of the inbuilt voltage regulator’s capacity. In order to fix that  

problem, a UBEC DC/DC Step Down Converter with a 5V and 3A output was implemented into  

the design. This voltage regulator requires the operating voltage to be between 6VDC to 23VDC,  

so it was easy for us to just connect the LiPo battery directly to the voltage regulator. Moreover,  

we found this to be the best regulator in terms of range and stability, it was also rated at a very  

high efficiency. Since the voltage regulator has built in filter capacitors on both the input and  

output, we do not have to worry about noise interference or any issues regarding heat. 
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7. Printed Circuit Board Design (PCB) 

 Since our robot was designed to be lightweight and yet still maintain fully functionality,  

manufacturing the PCB was one of the significant parts of the hardware system design. As  

mentioned earlier, the PCB had to limit and organize wires coming from the robot’s multiple  

components as well as to give it a “clean” and simple look. 

 We used Mentor Graphics software in order to generate circuit schematic designs which  

is shown in Appendix C. We then converted the diagrams into a PCB layout as shown in  

Appendix D. The PCB is 6 inches long, 5 inches wide, and its layered with copper on its top and  

bottom. The PCB contains all the compnents such as resistors, capacitor, LEDs microcontroller,  

SPST switch, the Accelerometer+Magnetometer, etc. Most of the through hole components  

were soldered onto the top layer. The microcontroller was placed at the bottom of the PCB with  

the protruding wires on the top being soldered onto the board and the  

Accelerometer+Magnetometer hybrid was placed on the top center part of the PCB in order to  

provide the robot with a point of reference and orientation. In terms of the PCB board’s physical  

layout, it was easy soldering on the four infrared sensors, however it was a challenge to position  

and solder the 12 servos onto the board. A variety of resistors and capacitors were used to  

reduce noise, limit the current and reduce voltage spikes. Most of them were surface mounted  

in order to keep the PCB size as small as possible, it also gave us the opportunity to improve  

our soldering techniques. Furthermore, in order to connect the battery and the voltage regulator,  

some connectors were soldered onto the board and since the ground plane was placed on the  

side of the unused PCB area, we did not have to connect the grounds together. 
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Figure 10: PCB Assembled Onto Robot 

 Eventually, we decided to fabricate a second PCB based on the lessons that we learned  

during our initial implementation. We spent two weeks fabricating the first PCB and immediately  

noticed that it had some issues. The first problem was that the ground is not the same between  

the top and bottom planes as well as between the components. The second problem was that  

we placed the wrong order between power, ground and signal of the servos. The third problem  

was that we did not create enough pin headers to connect the battery and the voltage regulator  

onto the PCB. Because of these problems, we spent several more days trying to improve our  

PCB design. This gave us the opportunity to implement additional parts such as an LED, on/off  

switch and some surface mount capacitors onto the PCB. 

 If we had more time, we could have made the PCB even more organized for its third  

revision. Originally, we thought two infrared sensors was enough but then changed to four. As  

for the Accelerometer+Magnetometer hybrid, we thought that the ADLX 345 Accelerometer that  

we were using before was sufficient but after more testing, it was not and we were forced to  

change. Even though our second PCB revision is equipped to handle two more infrared sensors  

and the change in compass parts, this caused the robot to look messy on Design Day due to the  
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additional wiring we had to do at the last minute. 

 The challenge that we had from designing our robot’s PCB was that we had to make it  

small enough to mount all of the components neatly and to keep it lightweight. Furthermore,  

placing the traces to make the PCB clean between the components took a long time. The  

soldering process was difficult, but it was also a nice learning experience in that we had to be  

really cautious since it was possible for us to cause a short.   
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IV. Software 

1. Microcontroller 

 The software is written in C++ for the Arduino Mega 2560, which uses the Atmel  

ATmega2560 8-bit processor.  This board was chosen due to time constraints, and its ease of  

use.  The Arduino came with various libraries that helped in controlling the servos with PWM  

signals, reading analog values from the IR sensors, and transceiving data between a  

magnetometer, as well as a computer.  This allowed the team to focus more on the algorithm of  

the robot for traversing the obstacle course. 

 

Figure 11: Arduino Mega 2560 

 

2. Movement 

The algorithm for the movement of the robot is one of the most fundamental tasks  

required for this robot. There needed to be a way to easily move or rotate in any direction and to  

give us as much flexibility as possible.  Since we have three servos per leg, it could get really  

messy to manage which of the four legs each servo belonged to.  For this reason, a custom  

“Leg” class was created that would internally manage the angles of each of the joint servos, and  
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also store information on the initial base position of the leg.  This enabled us to logically create  

our algorithms since we can name each of our legs based on their physical location (i.e. front  

left), and adjust their hip, knee, and ankle joints accordingly.  Refer to Appendix E for the Leg  

class declaration. 

 Movement is done based on a state machine.  Each leg essentially goes through the  

same states, because we can only move one leg at a time in order to keep balance.  For  

example, the front left leg will first set its knee joint target angle to lift the leg in the air, and set  

the state to the next one. The next state does not begin until the servo has gradually moved to  

its target angle. Once the leg is in the air, the target hip angle is changed such that the leg is  

moved forward, or backward as required by the type of movement desired.  The final state of  

the leg is now set, and the next leg is not moved until the current leg is brought back to its base  

pose where it is standing on the ground.  After all 4 of the legs have gone through their motions,  

the robot is ready to execute the next movement command. This can be described by the  

following flow chart: 

 

Figure 12: Leg Movement Flowchart 
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Due to some slippage of the legs, and other mechanical factors, the robot doesn’t  

necessarily walk in a straight line.  Sometimes it would veer left or right. This issue was  

overcome through the use of a magnetometer.  When the robot is first turned on, a vector  

pointing North is stored. After each movement cycle, a new vector to north is retrieved.  The  

angle between these two vectors is calculated, and if it is over the threshold value of 5 degrees  

in either direction, then the robot is told to rotate back by this angle so that it is facing in the  

correct direction again. 

 

3. Obstacle Avoidance 

The robot always faces one direction, and uses the front, and side sensors to determine its next  

move.  When the robot is within a certain distance of a wall in front, it realizes that it must now  

strafe left or right until it finds another opening.  Obviously if a combo of a front, and side sensor  

is blocked off by a wall, then the robot must go sideways in the available direction.  However,  

what happens when the robot has traversed an entire row, but has not found an opening? That  

must mean that the robot is now in the final row, and it just has to enter into the destination  

square, and stop. The flowchart below explains this algorithm: 
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Figure 13: Obstacle Avoidance Flowchart 

When there are stairs, there is the second IR sensor mounted lower at the front to detect  

it. At this point, the robot sets a new base position for all of its legs so that it is taller, and  

narrower in order to fit on the stairs.  Now it can use the regular forward walking motion,  

because the legs move high enough to go over the stairs.  When the robot tilts due to stepping  

on a stair, the accelerometer values are used to determine the angle of the tilt so that the legs  

that are not currently moving, can adjust to level the body.  This method will continue until the  

robot is over the stairs, and through the rest of the course. 
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4. Testing 

For debugging purposes, UART was used to display various information during testing.   

A small C# application was created to view the debugging information, and also to control the  

robot manually.  Simply by pressing certain keys on the keyboard, the C# application would  

capture the key press events, and send the appropriate command to the robot. In turn, the robot  

could then be made to translate in any direction or rotate left, or right.   This helped us make  

sure that the algorithms worked correctly, because we could see exactly which command was  

running at all times during a run. 
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V. Conclusions and Recommendations 

1. Conclusions 

 Team Black Mesa Industries’ experienced many challenges throughout the development  

of this project. Building a walking robot was a more difficult task that we all thought it would be  

but at the same time, it was a very rewarding and enriching experience for us. Despite the  

various design problems that came with the robot, we all felt that we successfully designed a  

fully functioning walking robot. The engineers of Black Mesa Industries would like to thank John  

Kennedy, Dr. Lal Tummala, and Dr. Gordon Lee for giving us the opportunity to be a part of this  

project, Mark Bruno for being in the lab for us whenever we needed assistance, Michael Lester  

for fabricating our robot’s chassis, as well as the Department of Electrical and Computer  

Engineering for giving us the skills we needed to complete our project. 

 

2. Recommendations 

 Despite our successes, there are a few things that could be improved upon. First, the  

design of the robot could have been more compact in order to reduce its size as well as its  

weight. One of the main problems that we ran into was that our servo motor’s gears would get  

worn out and we deducted that the weight of the robot was one of, if not the main culprit since  

our robot weighs over 600 grams with everything assembled onto the chassis. On the subject of  

servo motors, we realize now that it would have been more efficient if we used servos with  

metal gears instead of ceramic gears as having the gears made out of metal would ensure less  

wear and tear than ceramic gears. Another mistake that we have made was super gluing nearly  

all the components on. Admittedly, we foolishly thought that the design of our robot was perfect  

and that the components would hold, however we did not expect that the servos would break  

down on us and the fact that we super glued them made it all the more harder for us to take  

apart the robot in order to replace those parts. To go into more detail, one of the inner “knee”  

servos broke down on us when the competition was nearing, so were forced to saw off the rods  
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that was holding the bottom half of the robot that contained the servos, and the top part of the  

robot that contained the battery compartment, microcontroller and PCB as per John’s  

recommendation. Once we replaced the inner “knee” servo, in place of the rods we sawed off,  

we used metal cylindrical rods that houses screws on both the top and bottom in order to join  

the bottom and top parts of our robot again. The main lesson that we as a team have learned  

from all this is to not super glue everything and to make parts easily detachable in case we need  

to replace any parts and this goes for any project in general, not just the walking robot project. 
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VII. Appendices 

Appendix A: Benchmarks 
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Appendix B: Budget Analysis 

 

Early on, preliminary estimates were made on how our budget would be spent. The final  

allotment of our funds is seen above and described below: 

 

Power Supply: $35.93 

Sensors: $31.99 

Accessories: $77.90 

Extraneous Costs: $90.95 

Replacement Parts: $63.14 

 

The “accessories” included the materials for the assembly of the chassis and sensors,  

such as super glue, electrical tape, screwdrivers, and other home improvement tools. 

The “extraneous costs” included materials and devices that either were bought by mistake or  

hardware that didn’t make it into the final design of the robot. These included piezoelectric  

sensors, among others. The “replacement parts” included the costs of replacing malfunctioning  

sensors, burned out servos, and other parts of the robot that needed replacing. As permitted by  

our sponsor, Dr. Gordon Lee, we used our own private funds – outside of the school’s budget –  

to buy the servos and purchase other replacement parts. Our reasoning behind the decision  

$35.93 
$31.99 

$77.90 $90.95 

$63.14 Power Supply

Sensors

Accessories

Extraneous Costs

Replacement Parts
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was to use Amazon.com’s Prime service to obtain the servos within two days. Purchase orders  

made through the school would take about a week to arrive, and we needed the servos early to  

begin chassis assembly and programming. 

 

Personal costs: $121.20 
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Appendix C: PCB Schematic 

 

 

Appendix D: PCB Layout 
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Appendix E: Code Segments 

In this section you will find the Leg class declaration used for the robot.  Two  

libraries were used for this project that were found on github. The first is the Metro  

library which makes it easy to make a timer, and the second is a library to interface with  

our magnetometer.  Here are the links in respective order: 

 

1. https://github.com/thomasfredericks/Metro-Arduino-Wiring 

2. https://github.com/adafruit/Adafruit_LSM303 

 

LEG CLASS DECLARATION 

#ifndef __LEG_H__ 

#define __LEG_H__ 

 

#include <Servo.h> 

 

class Leg 

{ 

 private: 

   Servo servos[3];  

   int basePose[3]; 

 

 public:  

   int currentAngle[3]; 

   int targetAngle[3]; 

  

https://github.com/thomasfredericks/Metro-Arduino-Wiring
https://github.com/adafruit/Adafruit_LSM303
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   void HipAttach(int pin); 

   void KneeAttach(int pin); 

   void AnkleAttach(int pin); 

    

   bool IsAtTarget(void); 

    

   void SetTargetHipAngle(int hipAngle); 

   void SetTargetKneeAngle(int kneeAngle); 

   void SetTargetAnkleAngle(int ankleAngle); 

   void SetTargetHipBaseAngle(int hipAngle); 

   void SetTargetKneeBaseAngle(int kneeAngle); 

   void SetTargetAnkleBaseAngle(int ankleAngle); 

   void SetTargetAngles(int hipAngle, int kneeAngle, int ankleAngle); 

   void SetBasePose(int hipAngle, int kneeAngle, int ankleAngle); 

   void UpdateAngles(void); 

}; 

 

#endif 

 


